IMLS Grant Conference Call—July 12, 2006

1. Richmond is using DXLS as the repository for the Civil War newspapers. Richmond needs one good, authoritative DDT from Tufts. Adrian will supply that.

2. Richmond is still not sure that it has the correct *Richmond Daily Dispatch* files nor the correct number of *RDD* files. Greg Crane will confirm that they are the correct files and will check the number and investigate any discrepancy.

3. Next week Richmond will work on the files—either those confirmed as the correct files already in Richmond’s custody, or others ftp’d as replacements. At an appropriate time Adrian will come to Richmond to help with loading the files.

4. Rachel Frick will make it possible for Greg Crane to retrieve the *Liberator* files—both the text files and the image files. Greg will put the text files into XML. No encoding has been done on these files. Rachel will also let Greg know where he can retrieve the TEI header for the Liberator files.

5. The Philadelphia paper is raw, uncorrected OCR text. These files may represent a research opportunity.